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Croquet: A Gentleman's Game
Cutthroat clubs clobber
In fierce battle waged between balls.
Wars waged through Wickets.

Freezer Raid
Late.
Searching for sweet.
Taste buds be Vikings, abroad:
quest to sack Ice Cream

Slug of Commission
Wriggling, writhing;
will our sins be forgiven
For the slug in salt.
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The irony of it is that even in an age of broad destruction
there are people living out their formative years.
Because of this, it is no longer acceptable to dismiss
postmodernist thinking as a passing phase. For those
of us who are caught growing up now it is the broken
window through which we see everything.
Of course this sense of sight reaches back beyond our
generation: however, I think that at first it was possible
to believe around postmodernist thought. But now, if
we are to believe, it will have to be through this
philosophy of entropy, because not only is
postmodernism an age of broad destruction, but a kind
of destruction that has been broadening since its
beginning.
So if we want to reach the people who grew up in this
setting of decline, we must drop our own
preconceptions. We no longer live in a time, for
example, in which it is possible to talk about a leap of
faith from a world of doubt to one of assurance. That
metaphor falls apart as the distance between the
planets slowly increases. This should cost us no worry,
though; that growing void in space and in our old
assurances is only the changing form of the Godshaped hole. And to arrive at belief in a time like this

V

requires a ubiquitous trust-for our belief now is not in
the God that is pinned to heaven. It is in the God who
lives in the pockets of sense that spontaneously form
in entropy's chaotic wake.
People say we live in a time when the traditions of faith
are being disinherited. And perhaps they are right: it
has become impossible to believe that a painted window
is the sky. Most of us growing up now are no longer
willing to live with that: we throw rocks through the glass.
Still, others can think of nothing more beautiful than a
stained glass window that pictures a skyful of stars.
I think we need each other: those who can still see the
pattern in everything-the tile on the bathroom floor,
the villanelle, the periodic table-must help the rest find
God in the dark synapses between fragmented
constellations. At the same time those who search for
him in those synapses must lend the rest of us courage
by their leap offaith, which is not to a world of assurance
but into the widening firmament where they wait to be
caught. We keep each other from nihilism. And no
one who looks for God cannot find him.
--jane c knol
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Jon is dead.
He lived in a
comfortable Irvine apartment with a
grey cat named Beau. For twenty years
he taught literature at the local university and wrote freelance articles,
occasionally published in local newspapers.
His best, written in 1982,
detailed the bizarre activities of
past roommates.
It was never published.
On his fiftieth birthday, Jon
walked into the Avant Garden and asked
to sit in the smoking section.
uI'm sorry,u Eva, the hostess,
said.
uBut we banned smoking here
seven years ago.
It just isn't very
fashionable in California, anymore.a
Jon felt out of fashion.
uYes,
well, California certainly is a
bellweather state,u he said, leaning
over Eva's podium.
He squinted at
her white reservation book. The upside-down black names made him dizzy.
Eva whited-out llJacksonu and stared
condescendingly down at Jon.
uDo you want me to put you on
the list?u she asked impatiently.
uMaybe ... u Jon answered.
uHow
long is the wait? What happened to
Jackson?"
u About
thirty minutes or so, u
Eva replied coldly.
llJackson is in
the ... waiting room,u she stammered.
Jon looked at his watch.
It
desperately needed winding. The clock
above Eva's head read 9: 33 but his
watch only said 6: 02.
Jon twisted
the small knob on the right side of
the watch and put his wrist against
his ear. It was ticking. uPut me on
your list, I guess," he grumbled. Eva
wrote llJon" on top of the semi-hardened grey mess formerly occupied by
llJackson."
Jon grabbed a book of matches
from Eva's podium, walked outside and
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lit a cigarette.
An elderly couple
who had just paid their bill followed
him out the door. The old man held a
funny white styrofoam box under one
arm and rubbed his belly with the
other.
uDon't you find the Frank Lloyd
Wright architecture absolutely stunning?" he asked Jon. The woman coughed
violently.
The man paid no attention.
u It seemed a little cold to me,"
Jon replied.
The old man laughed. uThe food,
however, is absolutely divine. Don't
you agree? u he offered, unlatching
the box and raising it toward Jon's
nose. Jon gagged. A half-eaten piece
of rare prime rib lay inside.
u I'm
sorry, " Jon apologized.
uI'm trying to give up meat."
uBut you smoke," the man replied.
uwell, yes, but .. . u Jon was cut
off by the hacks of the grey old woman.
She spat into an embroidered handkerchief and stuffed it into her black
purse. She then procured a chic silver cigarette case from the purse,
opened the case, and withdrew one long,
thin white cigarette.
The old man
tried to light the cigarette with his
old silver Zippo, but the lighter
wouldn't spark.
The woman swore,
ngoddamn it," while the man fiddled
with his impotent device.
uYou wouldn't happen to have a
light?" he finally asked Jon, angrily
throwing the Zippo to the ground.
ucertainly," Jon replied.
He
reached over and lit the woman's cigarette with a purple Bic.
uThe Frank Lloyd Wright architecture was absolutely stunning," the
old man said to the concrete.
The woman gravely nodded her
head.
uI suppose,u she said, taking

ieptember/october
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uThe new owner.
He bought out
a deep drag from her cigarette.
ur
Mrs. Vanderwerf - VanDerWerf, the wife
suppose, Dick, I suppose.u
uDear, I was just thinking .. . u
of Mr. Vanderwerf, the old owner, who
uYou know, Dick, it's the strang- died of lung cancer in 1992 ... "
ur'm sorry to interrupt your
est thing, but I can't remember what
fascinating story," Jon interrupted.
year it is,u the woman interrupted.
u1999, dear, it's 1999," Dick uBut can I please order?"
uwhat would you like to drink?"
assured her.
uRolling Rock."
The woman clutched her chest and
urn a bottle or on tap?"
collapsed in a grey and white heap on
urn a bottle, of course."
the pavement.
Dick dropped the
u Are you sure?" Adam asked.
uwe
styrofoam box. The old woman's cigarette flew out of her hand and into have a variety of beers on tap as
the box, immediately burning a hole well as drink specials every night
in the styrofoam.
The box sizzled from 6:30 to 9:30."
Jon carefully examined his watch.
and hissed. Blue-grey streams of smoke
rose from the sidewalk. Dick grabbed uwell, I'll be damned," he exclaimed.
his wife's arm and put her wrist u It's thirty-three minutes past happy
hour now, anyway!"
against his ear.
ur 'm sorry sir, happy hour is
A half-eaten piece of rare prime
definitely over."
rib lay on the concrete.
UJust bring me a bottle of RollThe loudspeaker outside the restaurant abruptly crackled with the ing Rock ... " Jon mumbled.
Adam returned with the beer and
voice of the hostess: uJon, party of
took Jon's order: potato cheese soup
one, your table is now available. Jon,
with a garden salad on the side, but
party of one, your table is
no croutons. Jon hated croutons. urs
now ready."
Jon was startled. He looked at there anything else I can get you?"
his watch: it was only 9:36; he wasn't Adam asked, backpeddling from Jon's
supposed to be seated for another table.
uNo,
thank you, " Jon said to
twenty-seven minutes.
Jon quickly
stamped out the cigarette and headed the table. He looked across the room
inside the restaurant where he was and recognized two students from the
One was Sarah, but Jon
briskly ushered to a small, back cor- university.
couldn't remember her name.
He recner table.
Adam, a young waiter, arrived ognized her because she knew William,
at 10:02.
Jon was annoyed.
uwhere a bright and kind senior Jon had for
have you been?" he asked indignantly. English 333.
ur 've been waiting for twenty-six
Jon liked William.
Jon disturbed William.
minutes."
uDo you know that old guy in the
ur'm sorry, but I haven't been
feeling very well all day," Adam re- corner staring at us?" William asked
plied, rubbing his side. uushiyama's Sarah.
uNo, who is he?" Sarah replied.
got me running all three sections and
uprofessor Peterson. I had him
dealing with Eva always takes somefor a class.
He gave me a 'B+' on
thing out of me."
uushiyama?"
everything I handed in.
If it was a
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masterpiece or a misogyny ... "
you know, for sentimental ... "
"Wait, wasn't that a misnomer,"
Sarah was cut off by the boomSarah interrupted.
ing voice of Mr. Ushiyama who stood
"What?"
directly behind her, shouting at Wil"You don't hate women do you?"
liam.
"There is no smoking in the
"Well, no ... "
Avant Garden!" he yelled .
"You must
"Then why would you write a mi- leave, and you must pay!"
sogyny?"
"That's okay, we already settled
"I never meant to."
the bill with Adam," William calmly
"But you did anyway?"
replied.
"You really need to give
"Maybe ... "
that guy a break--he was working all
Sarah slumped.
three sections."
"In any case, it was always a
William and Sarah got up from
red-lettered 'B+' right on down the the table and headed towards the door,
line," William continued.
"In his with Mr. Ushiyama following closely
soliloquies about the deconstructed behind.
Sarah grabbed a book of
uni verse and Sontag, he says he doesn't matches from Eva 's podium as the hostreally like to give grades.
He, of ess announced, "Jackson, party of
course, always ends with: 'Some people, three, a table is now available, Jacklike myself, have turned from reli- son, party of three, your table is
gion.'"
now ready."
Sarah moaned and rolled her eyes.
Jackson had already left the
"That was definitely an odd genera- building.
tion," she said, crushing some ice
William and Sarah pushed open
cubes with her teeth.
the tall Avant Garden front doors and
"Yeah, I suppose everybody's strode triumphantly out of the resclever nowadays," William muttered.
taurant.
William picked up an old
Jon slurped his soup.
silver lighter lying in front of the
William reached into his shirt building.
"Hey, Sarah, look at ... "
pocket and pulled out two cigarettes.
"God, what's that smell?" Sarah
"Did you know that three is the num- interrupted.
ber of completion?" he asked, handing
"What?"
a cigarette to Sarah.
"I think it's coming from here,"
"Of course," Sarah replied.
she said, pointing to a nearby garWilliam struck a match and lit bage can. The two peered inside the
Sarah's cigarette, then his own.
can.
The shriveled remains of a
"Well, we now have one ciga- charred styrofoam box lay next to a
rette, but no matches," William said. half-eaten piece of rare prime rib.
"Who gets the third cigarette?"
Flies buzzed all around the meat.
"The first person to steal a Sarah gagged.
William tossed his
lighter."
cigarette into a nearby bush.
"Why must it be a lighter? What
William dropped Sarah off at her
about matches?"
dorm in Irvine and continued home. He
"They don't have matches," Wil- walked into his living room and turned
liam replied. "You can't smoke here." on the eleven-o'clock news.
"Good
"Yeah they do, " Sarah argued. evening southern California," the
"I saw some on the hostesses podium television announced. The top story
when we walked in."
in the Southland tonight: An old HolA middle-aged Thousand Oaks lywood restaurant is burning to
couple discussing Medicare coughed theground. At this time, authorities
affectedly at the smoke coming from have confirmed thirty-three fataliWilliam and Sarah's table.
The two ties."
paid no attention.
"Good night," William said to
"Why would they have matchbooks the television.
He lit the third
if you can't smoke?" William asked. cigarette with his newfound Zippo and
"Some people collect matchbooks, retired.
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Daily Breakfast
Every morning, you wake up with that new being
that hides perfectly in those red boxers. Between
its labyrinth of gray squares, I want to be found. :
In your white T-shirt with the odor of salt, I want 1
to swim in your sea that hides perfectly between
the cotton and the wild flower petals.
In your body, I want to be found. ·
In your body of sugar, I want to lose myself
and never be found. :
Every morning, my breakfast is a cigarette and
the wild desires of seeing you naked in the bathroom .
Every morning, I would want to be inside with your
hair tangled. I would want to be one of the drops of water
on your legs and be the towel that fondles
your skin centimeter by centimeter.
In your body, I want to be a drop of sweat
traveling through your suave thighs of cotton.
In your body, I want to be a caress in the
geography of your sugar and steel center.
Every morning, I have for breakfast your body
of salt with my bittersweet skin .
Every morning, you are mine .
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interview: Paul Schrader
a childhood without movies .
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T · Satur,day of pial:ll Schrader's masterclass at the UICA, Sarah, jane, and Peter Kooiman
k. te from Chime~) cat1ght up with Paul at the Amway Grand Plaza. (Just barely: the Shriner's
con_v~rition was afl over town. It wasn't pretty--blocked off roads, lots of cussing in the car, and
g)=9.Wns ~verywheire. But I cligress.) Anyway, here's the skinny:
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Sarah: What do you ee as your purpose in the writing and
film making commurt1t What are you hying to convey? What
are you doing djfferen than ot~er people are doing?
~

Schrader: Well, witho
eing too pompous about it, because
tt'ome from a_..bactgro d where I didn't see movies, I have
ttttle bit iff'freedom i
way. So many filmmakers want to
make the film~.fell love with as a child, and I never fell
in lov_M.,with .
a
ilq. In fact I came to films as an
adult.fll\nd so a fi mmak never forgets his first love and in
this case the first love was ·e European cinema in the sixties.
So a mixture of ~hat.kind <t commitment and the very moral
underpinnings of'mY, ~ound and the education here. I've
~ys be~n sort oflerested in the complexities of morality
and beha~or ;:md I particular the complexity of selfdestructive behavfo and the morality of self-destructive
behavior.

a

a

w
p
f

alked of reading older Russian novels
aracters and how he didn't feel that was relevant
more. He felt that a single protagonist versus the world
s more relevant. It seems that you have the same
ilosophy. You use a somewhat placeless person. Do you
I like that's the struggle at this time in history?

~rader: Well, that's the difference between nineteenth
ntury and twentieth century storytelling. You know, the
t.l,Yer,tieth century is the century of the existential hero and it's
o ·'qlan's struggle with the question "Should I exist?"
reas. the nineteenth century tradition was much more of
a
·a1 t~__l?leau and what Walker Percy is really referring to
is•a
t fmm the social hero to the existential hero.
en yol:\.speak of your purpose, do you feel your
audience
receptive to that purpose? I read an interview
where you s · you felt the climate of Hollywood had changed
but you hadn changed what you were doing. Do you feel
that people ar ess reooptive to what you are trying to do
now?

Schrader: Well, we don't live in terribly engaged times. The
arts, for the most part, are a rather trivial part of our culture,
and that just has to do with our times. But there's still a market
for more serious work and I am still able to get films made.
It's not easy, but then it was never easy. So I can't really
complain. To be in film, you have to like the fun of the vulgarity
of it as well-the vulgarity of hustling money and selling tickets
and shifting genre.
Sarah: Do you feel like it was easier to get into film when you
were starting?
Schrader: Much easier. Just the numbers alone. When I
joined the Screenwriters' Guild there were 3,000 members;
today there's 50,000. There are many more outlets today
but the competition is very fierce and the audiences and the
financing are not very receptive to the kind of things I like to
do. I don't even know if I could break in today. I broke in at a
time when there was a power vacuum in Hollywood. The old
studio system was not addressing the needs of the new
market and no one knew quite what to do. This was the
period of the early seventies and a whole bunch of us sort of
jumped in the door and the door was open for about ten years
and then the door closed again. And it's much harder now.
Sarah: How do you see the "new" writer in Hollywood? What
do y'ou think of what people are trying to say through film
now?
·
Schrader: Hollywood's always been sort of a young man's
game. In the twenties, when it began, everyone was in their
twenties. And the demographics are still so heavily skewed
for the young audience and it gets harder and harder as you
grow older because you're getting farther and farther from
that demographic base. And at some point you're going to
have to start eating your own young . Older directors working
with very young writers-this next film I'm doing both of my
actors are twenty-five. I'm doing a love story and I will need
their help because they are more plugged into their generation
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than I am. Also, the whole business of financing films and
making them is so wary that you tend not to grow old in the
profession. I'm fifty-two and if I've got ten more years, I'll be
lucky. Because finally you get in your sixties and it's so hard,
it's so much work that you finally say screw it.
Sarah: Do you feel like there's a dismissal of older writers
and directors as having nothing relevant to say to the younger
generation?
Schrader: Well, it's not a question of whether they have
anything to say, it's a question of whether anybody wants to
listen to them. And so much of the industry is driven by
demographics and marketing. I have a daughter who's
fourteen and she's now the prime market. There's so much
money that's being made at the "Buffy" level. There's a whole
genre of films where you can make a fortune without having
one adult see it. And that's the way it is.
Sarah: How have your ideas about screenwriting changed
from the early scripts like "Blue Collar" until now, "Affliction"?
Schrader: Well, they haven't changed that much. The truth
is people don't really change that much. My scripts are leaner,
they're shorter, they're punchier. There's kind of a new
freedom in scripts. There's no real rules anymore in terms of
visuals and that, so you can do a script where a cab driver
has a ten-page monologue and you can mix up forms and
you can have non sequiturs . You're actually more free now
because the audience is so film literate that things that would
have seemed jarring to an earlier generation are just taken
as part of the language now.
Sarah: How do you see directing and writing working
together? Did you take up directing to have more artistic
control or was it just something you wanted to learn?
Schrader: I wanted to be somewhat in control of my output.
And as a screenwriter you're not really a writer and you 're
not really a filmmaker. You're kind of a limbo person . And I
just felt that I had to become something. I had to either write
real books, where people actually read what I wrote, or I had
to make films . So I moved into directing. And then once I
started directing I was free to write for others without feeling

diminished by it. Now I write three scripts for every one I
direct. So I write two scripts for other people for each one I
direct myself. And I'm always on the lookout for a script that
somebody else writes that I'd want to do.
Sarah: You mentioned having trouble funding "Affliction" and
took it to a number of festivals. I'm curious where you get
your funding from.
Schrader: Well, it's a global process now. Once you get
through the studios, and the studios make relatively few films
and they're pretty much limited now to 50 million dollars and
above. So if you have a lower budget more serious film, you
don't even bother with the studios. The studios are really
strictly for the star productions and the mass audience
productions . There is a lot of money around the world and it
keeps moving. It changes every day like the stock market.
Right now, France is good, there's money in France. Two
years ago, three years ago, there was no money in France.
Britain is doing some financing now, that's good right now.
Japan is now dead, the Orient is now dead, you can't raise
any money up there. You used to be able to raise money in
Korea and Japan. So it's always changing, little companies
are starting; there's always a lot of vanity money. You know,
some guy owns two super malls and decides he wants to get
into the film business. And there are agents in Hollywood
that specialize in that, and it's "come on in." And they leave
three years later with their pockets picked clean. They want
to meet movie stars and be part of that glamorous world and
there's plenty of people who will accommodate them, myself
included. You know, if you want to go to film festivals and
hang around with Nick Nolte, we're more than glad to oblige
you, just give us some money. So you're always working this
and that and you keep shopping things around. At any given
time there are maybe 30 or 40 sources of independent
financing and often it comes right down to the last one.
"Affliction" came down to the last wire, and "Touch" came
down to the last wire. And then if you go through them all
and you strike out, you put it in the drawer, wait a few years.
By that time all the executives have changed, companies have
folded, new companies have come up, and you go out and
try it again. I mean, I never met a person with money who
liked me I didn't like.
Sarah: Last night you mentioned that you see film headed
from the flashy to a neo-moralism.
Schrader: No, that was a prayer. That was a hope.
Sarah: Will you restate that for this interview?

KEEf' Hi PHO GR A.1·1S

MEDICAL CHECK.i UP
ff OM EBA BY SITT ER

Schrader: What I'm telling you is that the bankruptness of
our filmmaking echoes the bankruptness of our culture. We
have a celebrity-driven culture based on gossip, not on issues,
which permeates all our dialogue, from moral issues to political
issues. It's very hard to get a serious conversation going
about anything in this culture anymore. And the hope is that
people at some point will get fed up with this garbage and
say, "Enough. We want to address some issues that have
some greater meaning." But that may just be a hope. This
bad money just keeps driving out the good and the Jerry
Springers of this world have won the day. And between Jerry
Springer and Ken Starr, that's our culture.
Sarah: I've heard your films be compared to parables. Would
you give some examples that might explain this comparison?
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Schrader: "The Widow's Mite" starring Cameron Diaz.
No, I would disagree in that a parable is a story used to convey
a truth and I don't really believe in a truth. I don't think there
is such a thing. I think everything is a mishmash of dilemmas.
In some ways the myth of the movies is that there are
problems, which is not true about life. In a movie, there's a
problem. A man is trying to kill the president. Okay, that has
a solution. The president captures him. It's called "Air Force
One" and you make a lot of money. And it's the fantasy that
you indulge in in the movies because it's very pleasant-to
make you think life is simple. For two hours life is actually
quite simple. When in fact, real life is full of dilemmas, not
problems. Dilemmas are not solvable. You explore a dilemma
and it takes you to the next level of the dilemma and it has
temporary resolutions. Those are never fully solved. So
parables are like Hollywood movies in that they have a story
that tells a simple truth. And I am much more interested in
exploring unresolvable patterns of behavior where both x and
y are true and false at the same time.
Sarah: I'm wondering how you go about choosing a topic.
Why do you feel the underbelly of America needs to be
exposed? Why do you feel it is important for people to see
that side of it?
Schrader: Well, is it really underbelly, a small town New
Hampshire cop? The previous one is a comedy about a
stigmatic. I have done some about the so-called lower depths.
There's a lot of interesting and rich people in the lower depths.
And movies, like all art, are interesting in extremes of behavior.
And what are the two extremes of behavior? Primarily sex
and violence. That's where our behavior becomes the most
exaggerated. And therefore you end up with characters who
are involved in sex and violence. The whole process is not
polite and you take a movie like "Wall Street" and a movie
like "Taxi Driver." Is one character better or worse than the
other? I don't know. One dresses better.

jane: I have a question. You talk about movies as self-therapy
and you talk a lot about being self-destructive. I wonder if
that's a main topic for you because that's an impulse you've
felt at times and if it is how you explain your extraordinary
creativity.
Schrader: Well, we know one of the spurs to art is to cauterize
these wounds. I've gone through a number of periods of life
where I was sort of lucky to get through them and I've learned
over the years to channel this kind of stuff into fiction. And
there still is that temptation; There's always that temptation
to throw your life away-ruin your marriage, ruin your health,
and live life at its extreme. And art allows you to play in those
fields and survive.
But I suppose you could bring a lot of this back to the peculiar
upbringing of kind of a religious fundamentalism. This notion
of "This World is not my Home"-just the idea of singing that
song._ You know- "Do you want Jesus to come now, catch
you doing what you're doing now?" This idea that "my best
works are filthy rags in the sight of the Lord." That's fairly
heavy stuff, particularly when you're indoctrinated at a young
age. And when you're trained with a certain sense of
worthlessness, then that whole selfdestructive element gets
validated. The suicide impulse almost becomes an acceptable
heresy.
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Schrader: When behavior becomes extreme, in my case, is
when behavior becomes self-destructive. When people are
doing things that are not in their own best interest but can't
realize that they are. I think there's a truth in that.
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Sarah: Do you feel that that's when you get closest to the
essence of the human character? When you get into those
sticky issues like sex, like violence?
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Nothing but sunny t rees, which green drips off w ill do.
But nothing often must do
For now there is no sun
and the trees are taken down by eve1yone

Part the First
one
Joseph T etsuo was saddened by the news. He couldn't
believe what had happened. And he couldn't stop asking why nothing
seemed to make any sense. For often, he had been told, things happen
fo,- a reason; and life had joy when we discover this reason fo,- things.
But this ... this was irresolvable. And so to lighten the load a bit, he
decided to become angry. He demanded immediate answers . To
this end , he got some more information from Julia, who had broken
the news to him in a phone conve,-sation he was having with her.
It was so strange, it seemed to Joseph, how the conversation
,-eached the admission of the horrible news .. . why didn't Julia tell him
soone,-?
The conversation began benignly enough ...
The phone rang.
And it rang again.
The phone rang again.
And it rang again.
The phone rang again.
"ALRIGHT, DAMN IT!" screamed Joseph at Mickey, his
telecommunicative friend, who held up the receive,- by his giant, white
gloved mouse paw ... ''l'M COMING ALREADY!" he added.
The phone rang again.
"Hello," said Joseph sweetly; as if putting the ,-eceiver up to
his head somehow magically transformed him (mothers do this when
they are screaming bloody mu,-de,- at their children like those ene,-gy
bomb lobbing, fioating, puffy monsters from Doom 11, but upon picking
up the phone, become sweet fiowers that can chat endlessly about
how the neighbo,-hood has gone to hell, and cooking and such) ...
"Hi, Joseph? This is Julia. I just called to see how you were
doing." said Julia.
"Um ... I'm fine, I guess." Joseph started rathe,- dumbly, but
it was the fo-st thing that really popped into his head to say.
"That's all I get? I call you to see how you are doing, and
that's all I get? An 'I'm fine' ? Well that's just perfect." an obviously
annoyed Julia said.
Joseph was upset. He felt that he was being very generous
not to hang up. "Well, I dunno. I mean, you called me after all; and if
you must know, I was ,-athe,- enjoying some Pop-Tarts just now."
"Oh, is that so?" Julia asked.
"Yes, as a matter of fact, it is. Brown sugar, with brown
suga,- icing." Joseph firmly responded .
The conversation went on like this fo,- some time, and Joseph
w as forced to admit that no, the pop-tarts were not toasted; no, he
wasn't using a plate for them, and further, he was not using a glass fo,their accompanying milk. And even mo,-e embarrassingly, Julia forced
Joseph into the sordid confession that he was, at the time of the
conve,-sation, lacking trousers .
Joseph had had quite enough. So, by way of escape, he did
what all frantic men do in similar situations: he suggested that they, Julia
and himself, find an occasion on which to delay the conversation until.
Perhaps he could find some trousers by then.
"Hey, Julia," Joseph began.
"Yeah?"

"Let's go for some cokes later, eh?"
In asking the question Joseph sounded hopeful and firm and
resigned to rejection and sure and presumptuous - all in the right balance
and all at once, as is required in such situations. He felt that the apparent
lameness of the suggestion was properly balanced with its quaint,
"throwback to yesteryear" appeal. In short, he splendidly delivered
the suggestion, and Julia, as representative of the International Sorority
of Womanhood was fo1-ced to adjudicate the matter, and respond
positively, due simply to the fact that men are essentially, dogs, and
need to be behaviorally conditioned as such .
"Sure." Julia replied .
"Great. Fou,- o'clock okay?"
"Fine." Julia said.
"Wonderful," Joseph started, not ready for what was to
become the most tragic, upsetting, life-altering news that Joseph could
,-emember .. . "you know, I think I'm going to get a NEW COKE. I
haven 't had one of those, in, it must be like, ten years ."

two
"WHAT DO YOU MEAN, YOU DON'T MAKE NEW
FORMULA COKE ANYMORE? " Joseph shouted into the receiver.
"Well, I'm quite sorry sir, but New Formula Coke had rathe,gone the way of Stalinism." the Coca-Cola ,-epresentative pleasantly
offered.

three
Joseph Stalin, meanwhile, heard this comment, and w as
greatly saddened. He really had no idea that Stalinism would face such
a short future, and on refiection (apparently the deceased have plenty
of time for such ,-efiective activity), he began to reconsider all of that
killing, torture, and political imprisonment he committed during his years
as dictator.
He was also quite upset that T earn Lenin/Stalin was now
down a total of five thousand point to T earn Marx/Trotsky in the very
exciting purgatorial game of "When I was Among the Living, I had a
Good Ideology" (made by Milton-Bradely, Neman-Markus, IO Pounds
Steding). But Stalin was soundly trouncing everyone in "Axis and Allies,"
so it wasn't that bad .
Also, Stalin could take comfort in the fact that he was not,
although dead, in the "nether-region," which was, due to the recent
deaths of Ame,-ican baby-boomer corporate executives and lawye,-s,
spilling over its capacity.
It was, in fact, the first time in history that the dead in heaven ,
in this instance the oppressed proletariat of first, second, and especially
third wodd countries were allowed to see the suffering of the
condemned.
And what horrible suffering it was. Far worse than fire, and
even beyond the Four Views on Hell (as edited by William Crockett)
a place of total suffering in which corporate executives and lawyers
were forced to be an instrument of a faceless corporation that ext,-acted
profit from their labour and which forced them into a menial , empty,
suburban existence, with Muzak all the while being played; and without
the slightest hope of "moving up the co1-po1-ate ladder."
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four
Alf, upon confirming that there were, in fact, no other
survivors in the explosion of the planet Melmac other than his metrehigh, brown-furred, self, returned to Earth. Sadly, his former Earth
family had their series canceled years ago, and had their set struck
down upon its cancellation. So, Alf set out on the difficult task of finding
a new Earth home.
five
"You really didn't know that they stopped making New Coke
in, like, 1985?" Julia asked Joseph as she sipped her Vanilla Coke, which
they still made, although not under the official auspices of Coca-Cola
Corporation, Incorporated; but rather through independent sodafountains .
"No. Okay?" Joseph replied, still quite furious about the
whole affair. "Why doesn't anyone tell me these things?"
Julia tried to take Joseph's dilemma seriously, but instead
she laughed at him until Vanilla Coke came pouring out of her nose.
Joseph had gotten a Classic-Formula Coke, and added seven
tablespoons of sugar to simulate the New Coke experience, but
somehow it wasn't the same.
The conversation attimesteetered on enteringtheforbidden
domains of politics and religion, but was saved by some skillful
conversationalism by both Julia and Joseph. (The task of avoiding these
is made much easier, of course, when all parties see the necessity of
the avoidance.)
And so, after what was, in Joseph's mind, a frightfully boring
conversation, Joseph found an opportunity to take his leave of Julia and
went home.
·
six
Joseph Tetsuo was moderately surprised to see Alf sitting on
his couch upon Joseph's entering of his apartment's front door.
"Hi." said Alf.
"Hello," said Joseph, "uh ... how did you get in?"
"Oh, I was chasing a cat, and the next thing you know, I was
all breaking glass and then finding your refrigerator and fixing myself
some lunch," explained the friendly Malmacian.
"I see ... " Joseph said, noticing the large hole in the window
which rather resembled the brown furry creature sitting on his couch.
"Sorry." Alf offered.
"That's OK, I guess," Joseph said, "you must forgive me, I'm
a bit out of sorts due to some complicated matters of cola production."
"Quite understandable," Alf said by way of empathy.
''I'm Joseph, by the way," Joseph said, extending his hand.
Alf got up and met his brown, furry, disproportionate paw
to Joseph's extended hand, and said: 'And I'm Alf."
"Well, nice to meet you," Joseph said, shaking Alf's paw.
"Now, if you'll excuse me, I have to clean up this little mess you've
made."
"Sure, fine. Thanks." Alf said.
seven
The next morning at breakfast, Joseph was of a slightly
cheerier disposition, and took to the task of taking an interest in Alf,
who after some sleep, was looking slightly cheerier as well.
As it turned out, Alf was so frustrated with the empty,
pointless dialogue that he was forced to engage in with his former
Earth family, that during his years away from Earth, he did some reflection
on why the biological species Homo Sapien was so leery of discussing
politics and religion in any sort of meaningful way.
'And I've concluded, based on my work," began Alf byway
of summarization, "that the reason people won't talk about these things
is because they CAN'T

"The corporate oligarchy has killed everything that would
be anti-capitalist, most especially by prostituting the ideal of individualism
and demonizing any even remotely communitarianist ideal.
'And so, people have nothing to say. Although, the corporate
oligarchy has allowed things like religion to survive, it has ensured that
is offers no revolutionary option, most especially by demonizing those
who are revolutionaries as 'communists.' as if that word could somehow
at once summarize and dismiss everything that the revolutionary had
to say.
"In short, the contemporary notions of politics and religion
are cheap, easily packaged, ready to handle, completely new and
improved, one hundred percent substance free for your protection,
imitations of what they once were; created and maintained so by the
corporate oligarchy, because nothing hurts profit more than people
finding meaning exterior to the things that can be sold."
Upon the beginning of this speech, and throughout its
duration, Joseph had gone through nearly five bowls of Kelloggs Special
K Rice Cereal, in a desperate attempt to block out the force of Alf's
oration. But sadly, the oration overwhelmed Joseph Tetsuo's efforts to
drown it out through the pouring of cereal and milk, and sloshing and
munching-slash-crunching sounds.
Joseph Felt Sick.
The conversation went on, and Joseph knew he needed to
figure some things out quickly, or his own mental stability would really
be in a bad way.
Upon Joseph's finishing of the box of Kelloggs Special K, he
quickly turned to the Post Raisin Bran.
With the Raisin Bran gone, and still no answer emerging out
of Joseph's flailings ("meaning is where you find it. .. " and other quaint
tripe like this were quickly exposed by Alf for the meaning bankruptcy
that they had.) Joseph hauled out the Nabisco Shredded Wheat, which
is like equal to twenty billion bowls of the other leading cereals.
About two hours had passed, and Joseph, still without an
answer, and completely out of milk, found himself under a considerable
amount of pressure, although this time in a completely different way
than before. He excused himself to the restroom to relieve some of
this pressure.
eight
A cold wind blew across the Blue-Water Bridge. Joseph,
alone and cold in the dark first-quarter moon peered over the edge,
balancing on a girder below, and a steel cable to his side.
Alf had exposed that his life was totally without meaning.
This jump would end the madness. The jump would put meaning in
his life again ...
it would only take courage.
And as he fell into the dark blue expanse, one sole figure on
a motorbike, on the bridge above, let out the only sound save the
wind and the water breaking on the concrete columns suspending the
bridge, the dark figure on the motorbike, and Joseph falling fast, and
the cry: "TETSUO!!"
nine
Nothing but sunny trees, which green drips
off will do.
But nothing often must do
For now there is no sun
and the trees are taken down by everyone ...
But wait! You've heard the story, but do you know "THE
REST OF THE STORY?" This is Paul Harvey for Kelly Tires, saying- "If
it isn't Kelly, Woah Nelly!"
to be continued in our next issue.
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Billy Collins, Picnic, Lightning. Pittsburg, PA:
University of Pittsburg Press (1998), 102pp., $12.95,
(paper).
I like writing about where I am,
where I happen to be sitting,
the humidity or the clouds,
the scene outside the windowa pink tree in bloom,
a neighbor walking his small, nervous dog.
And if I am drinking
a cup of tea at the time
or a small glass of whiskey,
I will find a line to put it on.
"In the Room of a Thousand Miles"
Billy Collins does not hide things. Instead, he takes you by
the hand and shares his deepest secrets. Reading his newest
book of poetry, Picnic Lightning. is like watching his thoughts
unfold. It is arriving at the conclusion the same time that he
does even ifyou weren't sure where you were headed. Whether
he is shovelling snow with Buddha, releasing Emily Dickinson
from her corsets, or putting words in the mouths ofVictoria's
Secret models, Collins shapes his poems with gentle humor
and insight.
His poems are written as afterthoughts, almost; in
"Lines Lost Among Trees," Collins claims that these poems
are merely elegies for the original, pe1fect poems which he
composed in his head while he was out in the woods, far
away from any pens or paper. They are musings made from
different windows of his house, from aside the grand piano,
from the deep grass of an Irish meadow. In the book's title
poem Collins writes," [They are] what I think about / when
I shovel compost / into a wheelbarrow."
Collins writes poetry with a kind of love and
reverence for the moment. Throughout the book we find
him standing in his yard, trying to fathom the curvature of
the earth, or moving from room to room in his house, reciting
a favorite haiku. Often his poems reflect his love of jazz and
his ready response to beauty. He likens snow to a Thelonius
Monk solo. In "And His Sextet," a poem about Art Pepper,
the bass sounds to him "like my father / ascending the flights
of stairs / every weekday evening," and the tenor "is someone's
younger brother/ who moved out West and never writes . .. a
black valentine, / or a swan passing under a willow."
By immersing us in the minute details of a lifewatching cows, chopping parsley, shovelling snow, eating
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breakfast-Collins restores a sense of wonder. He grabs the
essence ofhis subject, then from it unravels a slow intelligence,
a sort of layering of life and truth. In "Splitting Wood," he
writes of splitting a stack of ash logs: "I want to say there is
nothing / like the sudden opening of wood, I but it is like so
many other things- / the stroke of the ax like lightning, /
the bisection so perfect / the halves fall away from each
other. .. as two lovers, once secretly bound, / might stand
revealed, / more naked than ever. .." By balancing the prosaic
with the poignant, he turns an apparently simple phrase into
a luminous moment. In "What I Learned Today," Collins
spends the day reading the "F" volume of the encyclopedia.
He discovers French flannel, flatfish, the Flathead Indians, and
Don Flavin, sculptor of fluorescent lights. Afte1wards he reflects
upon the book as a lifesaver in the vast anonymity around
him, a bookmark amongst "a hundred thousand
unalphabetized things."
Yet Billy Collins' poems are often more serious than
they seem. He draws readers in with humor, then leads them
unwittingly into a place both tender and profound. For
example, "Marginalia" is an inventory of all the kinds of notes
Collins finds written in book margins. Some readers write as
cheering fans, he says, while some are callous or ferocious,
wishing to give the author a piece of their mind. And then
there are the English students, who modestly label their pages
with literary terms such as "irony," "metaphor," or "Man vs.
Nature." And yet Collins' humor is underscored by a kind of
subliminal awareness, a subtle understanding of life's fragility
and vulnerability. He goes on to mention Irish monks
scribbling private notes in the margins of the Gospels,
" ... anonymous men catching a ride into the future / on a
vessel more lasting than themselves."
Billy Collins' poetry is both delightfully refreshing
and unexpectedly beautiful. Reading Picnic Lightning "feels
like eating the same, small pe1fect grape again and again."
*****
Picnic Lightning is Billy Collins' sixth collection of
poetry. Other titles which are still available* include The Art
of Drowning (1995) and The Apple that Astonished Paris
(1988). Collins is poet-in-residence at Burren College ofArt
in Ireland and professor of English at Lehman College of the
City University ofN ewYork. "The Best Cigarette" is a highly
praised spoken word CD featuring 33 poems read by the
author. For more information, email bcigarette@bigsnap.com.
*I used this wording because I think all his other books are
out of print.
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in the soup of voices around me (like oregano or maybe crackers) one rises
she's at the next table, in a
listi ng on angry nimble fin
very
seas s 's
he
r iend we a s a
ue dr
a nd l
eriou
hr ugh
then takes huge bites of pancakes, cackling fatly, she says-oh my god,
the front door,
where a man with very long red hair and a mustache and skin that looks
! cowhide and tin
lets the Welcome, we're Open bells slam on the bar'.
-holy fashion victim, says the girl with di~eases . .
-someone stop him before it's too late, says the fri'end.
they laugh with their heads close to their plates.
-these pancakes are really good, says the friend.
-but anyway, the first girl says, -like I was saying.
out~ide it's near J y N~vember; o ~ ~
s tands
at t He wi n'cl'ow,
r
·
throu h the cold lass.
1
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AS HOMAGE TO THE LONELINESS THAT IS ME ,

I

SLICE THE STARS FROM MY MIND'S EYE , AND
(FEELING PULL A LONGISH PAIN),
STARE INSTEAD TO EARTH:
FU RR OWED EARTH, SCARRED EARTH,
RELENTLESS GASH IN DEEP BROWN MUD ,
STEP, STEP QUICKLY,

I
I

STEP TO KNOW EACH STEP , MY FEET
TEST RESISTANCE ,
IN SILENCE, IN MOVEMENT ,

I
I

FEEL
FEEL

BLOOD, AND MOVING, SILENT, MY LEGS,
FEEL THEM REACH,
STRIVE
FOR WHAT LIES IN PLACE
OF EMPTINESS.

JULIANNE SMITH
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Dialogue's Top 100 Books of the Twentieth Century
1. Surrendering to Motherhood (has a pink cover)
"Made me want to drop out and BIRTH!" - Coray Ames
2. Encyclopedia Brown Saves the Day
3. Jewel: Poems -A Night Without Armor
4. A Summer to Die
5. Pony Pals: Jessica gets a Pony
6. Babysitter's Club: Mallory and Stacey Babysit a Zooanimal
7. The House that Crack Built
8. This Present Darkness
9. Strawberrry Shortcake Pop-up Book
10. Once Upon a Potty
11. Everything Poops
12. Everything Farts
13. The Gas we Pass
14. Bless the Beasts and Children
15. Mrs. Pigglewiggle's Magic
16. Mr. Happy
17. Daddy's Roommate
18. Heather has Two Mommies
19. Beowulf
20. Final Exit for Cats
"It's about how cats can kill themselves." - Jana Patoka
21. 101 Nights of Great Sex
"Sex baby-yeah!" - Mark Johnson
22. Love's Enduring Promise-Janette Oke
23. The Sex Pop-up Book
24. Spy-Girls
.
25. Lunchpail
26. Wicca for a Future Generation
"The Doodlebug World Domination spell didn't work. . .I'm still a peon." - Jana Patoka
Tom Twisty: "I'm going to take over the government," Tom cooed.
(Props to Professor VandeKopple)
27. I Told You So-Rush Limbaugh
28. Nastsy as I Wanna Be-Dennis Rodman
29. The Wilderness Within
"It's my P.E. Book. There's lots of Thoreau quotes in it."
- name withheld for protection of the innocent
30. Brown Walls by Hu Phlung Dung
31. Under the Bleachers by Seymour Butts
"Whoever thought I'd go so low?" -Seymour
32. Lord Tim - Joseph Conrad
"Yeah, some classic or something." - Kevin Huizenga
33. Timeless Mind, Ageless Body- Deepak Chopra
34. Super Fudge
35. When Nobody was Looking
"It's dirty." -Coray Ames
36. We Die Alone (garage sale purchase)
37. Alyssa Milano' s Beauty Tips
38. Naked Beneath Your Clothes
39. How to Pick up Girls
"That book doesn't work. . .I mean, I've heard it doesn't work."
- Mike Richison
40. I'm Okay, You're Okay
"yeah, I like that book" -Sarah Byker
41. Men who Hate Women and the Women who Love Them
"It's my biggest fear" -jane c. knol
42. Enter Whining: The Fran Drescher Autobiography
"I never read it but I sure do hate it" -Mike Richison
43. Confessions of a Teenage Werewolf
"It hit home, man; it really hit home" - Lori Slager
44. The Dictionary, rev. Ed.
"me reely thowt it not so good anymoor" -Todd Slager
45. Sex for Dummies
46. Hanson Forever: Your Tay, Zac, and Ike Keepsake Scrapbook
47. Cool Notes: 100 Sheet Magnetic Notebook
48. Changing Bodies, Changing Lives
49. Pao with Corn
50. Moll Flanders
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51. Am I the Last Virgin?: A Calvin Testimonial
52. Jewel: Pieces of a Dream
53. Groovy Chick Notebook
"I made that shit up." -someone who doesn't want anyone to know they're vulgar inside
54. Encyclopedia of Bodybuilding by Arnold Swarzenegger
55. Look Before You Love
56. Sex Toys of the Gods
57. Idols of Perversity
58. Bad Sex is Good
59. Generation SeX
60. I Hate You- Don't Leave Me
"Been there." -- J. Smith
61. Chicken Soup for the Soul
62. A Second Helping of Chicken Soup for the Soul
63. A Third Serving of Chicken Soup for the Soul
64. The Ken Starr Report
65. A Fourth Course of Chicken Soup for the Soul
66. A Fifth Portion of Chicken Soup for the Soul
67. How to Write Erotica
"I've had people shoving doughnuts in diskdrives." -will remain protected
68. Cool Careers for Dummies
69. The Power of Nice
70. Must...Control...Fist...of .. .Death-1999 Dilbert Calender
71. The Beanie Encyclopedia
72. The Dummies Guide to Being Todd Slager
73. The Dummies Guide to Burning your Slacks in a Bonfire by Mark VanderBoom
74. Dummies Guide to Dummies
75. Little House on the Family: the Laura Ingalls Tragedy
76. The John Robert Powers Guide to Teenage Beauty, Charm, and Popularity
77. Intro to Calculus
78. So You Want to be a Sadomasochist
79. Chicken Soup for the Whore's Soul
"At last," said Mark Johnson.
80. Carnal Prayer Mat
"They made it into a movie and it was really gross. It was super funny." -Mark Johnson
81. John Calvin's Institutes
"Sucks." - Dan
82. Curious George goes to San Francisco
83. The Other American Problem: Constipation
Joke: "Did you hear about the mathematician that was constipated?" "No, Never." "Oh well, let me tell you about it." "Please do."
"He worked it out with a pencil."
84. When Pet Frogs Croak
85. Everything I Needed to Know I Learned in Kindergarten
86. Chicken Soup for the Chicken's Soul
87. Idiot's Guide to Ethnocentrism
88. 1001 Ways to Please a Husband-the New Wives' Cookbook
89. Mannequins are People Too
90. Step into a Beam of Light by Barbara the Shrink
"Hey, she was my shrink!" - anonymous
91. Dummies Guide to Cannibalism
"Yumyumyum." -Sarah Byker
92. Dummies Guide to Cussing
"It worked *beep*ing well. I *beep*ing mean it, *beep*er." -jane c. knol
93. Tuna Suprise
"That's what you get, poophead." -Mum
94. Hamlet
"Plus, it was written by Shakespeare, and he's a wanker." -Mark Johnson
95. We Don't Shower
96. When Phones Smell
"How could this have happened?" -Sarah Byker
97. Or Else You Get Beat with this Thing
98. Fung Shui's Barebones Guide to Punching and Kicking
99. Vitamin Pee
"wooooeee, stinkee." -sparky
100.The Mirror has Two Butts
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